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Western Red Cedar Cooler
(32” x 21” x 35”) Assembly Instruction

1 Parts Identifi cation

Stack matching pieces in piles. Using the parts list, locate and count 
the individual pieces and verify that you have received the correct 
number of pieces.

If any pieces are missing or replacement parts are required, 
contact Gronomics at 1-855-299-6727.

NOTE: It is recommended to place a protective layer between 
the ground and the pieces during assembly. This will help prevent 
damage to the pieces. 
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ITEM QTY.
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4 24

PART # 
CC2432 
3200CL 
CCBO 

CS8-112ZY

Parts List 
DESCRIPTION
Western Red Cedar Cooler, 20” x 30” 
Cooler Legs, 32”
Bottle Opener
Screws,  #8 x 1-1/2”GRK use Torx T15

Torx® T15
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NOTE: Place a protective layer on the ground for leg installation. 

Remove the plastic cooler bottom from the cedar cooler.

Place the cedar cooler (Item 1) on its side on the ground (as shown).

Open the cedar cooler cover.

Pace two cooler legs (Item 2) under each side of the cooler (with the 
straight cut end of the leg fl ush at the top of the cedar cooler and the 
beveled cut end of the leg down.

Cooler Leg Assembly2
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Parts List Product Care & Maintenance 
Western Red Cedar will turn a weathered grey if 
left unfinished. Although no finish is required for 
cedar products when used outdoors,a natural oil 
finish applied regularly will help maintain the 
beauty and minimize cracking and drying. It is 
recommended to use Gronomics Garden Bed 
Oil (Item # GBO-1Q), a non-toxic, food safe 
finish that is very easy to apply. 
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Place the two remaining cooler legs (Item 2) onto the cedar cooler, make 
sure the cooler legs are fl ush with the top of the cedar cooler.

Hold cooler legs tight too the cedar cooler sides and install six #8 x 
1-1/2” screws through the cedar cooler walls and into the each cooler leg 
(see step 3 for screw installation).

NOTE: Install screws within 1/2” to 3/4” from cedar cooler walls.

NOTE. Once the cooler legs are secured, re-install the shock absorber 
onto the mount and install clip.

Close the cedar cooler cover.

Cooler Leg Assembly (Continued)5
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Stand the cedar cooler upright onto the coolers legs.

With the two screws provided with the bottle opener, install the bottle 
opener (Item 3) as shown, approximately 2” down from the cedar cooler 
cover.

NOTE: The bottle opener can be installed on the left or right side.

Re-install the plastic cooler into the cedar cooler, make sure the handles 
on the plastic cooler are in the down position.

Bottle Opener Installation6
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Make sure the cooler legs (Item 2) are fl ush with the top of the cedar 
cooler.

Hold cooler legs tight too the cedar cooler sides and install six #8 x 
1-1/2” screws (Item 4) through the cedar cooler walls and into the each 
cooler leg at the shown locations.

NOTE: Install screws within 1/2” to 3/4” from cedar cooler wall corners.
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NOTE: The shock absorber can be disconnected from the cedar cooler 
cover to aid in ease of screw installation.

Remove the clip from the shock absorber and disconnect the shock 
absorber from the mount.

Shock Absorber Disconnect4
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